Our grower and finisher feeds contain balanced energy
and protein sources to promote continued high growth
rates and a quality carcase helping lambs finish early and
grade well. These feeds are available at several different
protein levels.
We also supply protein balancer nuts, ideal for balancing
home-grown cereals.
All sheep feeds are available in 25kg bags, 500kg bags
and in bulk. They are available delivered direct or via our
network of merchants.

Other products
We also stock a range of molassed mineral buckets which
provide an effective way to supplement ewes in the field.
Ovilac milk powders provide a convenient way to feed
orphaned lambs.

Focused on nutrition

...your first choice
Combining exceptional local knowledge, the customer
service and attention you expect from a business based on
family values and the outstanding technical expertise you
would demand from a leading manufacturer of quality
animal feeds, Harpers Feeds are trusted by farmers
across the South West.
We know all farms have different requirements so pride
ourselves on having products to suit all systems and for all
species, whether ruminant or monogastric. We manufacture
compounds and blends and supply straights, supplements
and speciality feeds as well as forage seeds and additives.
Feeds are available in an extensive range of physical forms
and pack sizes to give exceptional choice.
All manufactured feeds are supplied as fixed formulations
so you know the next load will be the same as the last,
ensuring consistent performance.
Whatever your requirements, Harpers Feeds can provide
feeding solutions to deliver outstanding performance.
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Focused on nutrition

Sheep feeds

Focused on

sheep nutrition
Precise feeding influences all the
factors that drive the economics of
sheep production:
• Tup performance
• Ewe prolificy and lambing ease
• Ewe milk production
• Lamb survival
• Lamb growth rates
• Lamb carcase grading
Purchased sheep feeds should complement
forages, providing the optimum balance of
nutrients to meet the animals’ needs. Harpers
Sheep Feeds are designed to help sheep
farmers achieve high levels of performance and
excellent production from forage. They are
specifically formulated to meet the nutritional
requirements of ewes and lambs at different
stages of production.
All our feeds are backed by our FAR trained
team and a range of technical support services.

The

ewe feed range
Harpers Sheep Feeds are designed to meet the specific
requirements at all stages to ensure healthy, prolific ewes
producing strong lambs.
While forage provides the backbone of a ewe’s diet, it
requires supplementation at key times to ensure high
performance. Grass is commonly low in minerals and low
digestibility forages can leave ewes short of energy. Harpers
quality sheep feeds will help you get the most from forage.
At pre-tupping and tupping the aim is to ensure high levels
of fertility which means the ewe may need additional energy
and minerals. In late pregnancy the ewe’s requirements for
all nutrients will increase. 75% of lamb growth occurs in the
last six weeks of pregnancy, placing huge demands on the
ewe at a time when her appetite and feed intake is reduced.
Feeding energy dense diets balanced with the correct
proteins will help ensure healthy, vigorous lambs.
Post lambing she has to be fed for milk production ensuring
good quantities of high quality milk to gets lambs off to the
best possible start.

The Harpers Ewe Feed range is formulated to help you
get the best from your ewes:
• A range of feeds for all systems including protein
concentrates for use with home grown cereals
• Available as meals, nuts and rolls to suit all feeding
systems
• Contain balanced energy sources to give a high energy
feed to complement forage which is kind on the rumen
• Balanced protein sources
• Fully mineralised with high bio-available mineral sources
for maximum effectiveness.

The

lamb feed range
Correct supplementation of lambs helps deliver healthy,
faster growing lambs with better conformation while
balancing the nutrients in forage.
Profitable lamb production is based on selling the
maximum total kilos of lamb from the flock that meet the
target market specification. To do this you need lambs that
grow quickly and develop a strong carcase. The Harpers
range of lamb feeds are formulated to deliver exceptional
growth from healthy lambs.
To help develop healthy lambs, all our lamb feeds contain
ammonium chloride to prevent the formation of urinary
calculi and can be medicated with Deccox to help reduce
the threat of Coccidiosis (vet prescription required).
Our baby lamb feeds, available as pellets or a coarse
mix are designed to be highly palatable to encourage
intakes and are based on specially selected ingredients to
maximise the early growth potential in the first eight weeks.
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